Ms. Demers,

Once you get your arms around why it is only ill-informed people want to fight, you would not feel the need to read more, nor would you think yourself smart to blame God for gifting each of us humans soft skins that when cut all bleeds the same color blood without an instruction manual how to get along by first taking the best care possible of our minds to make us constantly conscious of our ever weakening bodies, leading you to conclude logically that God is both vengeful as well as a genius when making fools of those still foolish enough to risk life and limb for the benefit of the greedy-selfish-shellfish, increasingly so transparent.

Preventing the “mis-il-informed” [sic] from seeing the truth during their bloodletting, so distracted by the chaos of war, that for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction, nothing is gained, nor is it lost, you only have your own stupidity to blame for wanting to go war these days with information increasingly traveling faster and reaching more misinformed people than the moment before; paralyzing you from doing anything more than reading on.

Wars require people willing to fight and this knowledge that I am sharing, all the while the “privilege-favored class” can come up with all the excuses why not to be in the least bit bothered in getting their arms around all this rather important knowledge so are the “favored class” having to also get smart as those increasingly better informed fighters at the bottom of the socio-economic pyramid will “stand down” when they finally get their arms around why it is that they are constantly running out of time and resources, a constant losing battle to make ends meet, always feeling it is just a matter of time before they can no longer keep their heads above water, always one more obstacle to contend with when next going around a corner, and if not them then their offspring will be forced to join the economic draft.
It is not class warfare I am encouraging, it is the welfare system I am questioning, and I am a member of the favored class.

If only, however, I, who didn’t get off a boat just yesterday, can just convince the overwhelming majority of “disenfranchised”, so very hooked on fast food, fast sex, fat this, fuck that, to simply read carefully what follows which of course would take time out of their so very hectic, so very busy schedule just to read what I have to say, how important are the “favored class”’ appointments for shopping, ballet for little Bertha, Hebrew lessons for Shlomo, recital for Altar boy King, wonderful snug fitting comfy after surfing gloves for little Jonathan, waxing of legs for those ugly Krok sisters, hairs collected over the years from used Epilady women shavers for wigs worn by dumpy Jewish Israeli Military Intelligence officers at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC throwing up all over themselves, everything so rather trivial if just to start with, only a handful of solid citizen Israeli Kibutzniks raised like I was to take no crap, decide to follow in my footsteps, again just by continuing to read on, who amongst the so self-absorbed, good-for-nothing but whining about all the luxuries they don’t yet have when not complaining about my use of foul language, is going to be willing to take on those that can understand why it is that it is increasingly the solid citizens of the world who are the ones attending most of those very sad funerals of slain soldiers.

May G-d rest the soul of Yitzhak Rabin, murdered in 1994 by a fanatical Jew.

Interesting that South African-Israeli Boris Senior, a secret member of the more militant Irgun Jewish Underground movement would end up having a common grandson with Yitzchak Rabin, a member of the Haganah who was the Israeli commander David Ben Gurion, head of the Haganah Jewish Underground movement at “loggerheads” with the Irgun, who was directed to attack and sink the Altalena in Tel-Aviv harbor with Menachem Begin, head of the Irgun on board, all the while Boris Senior was flying overhead as part of the Haganah waiting for directions from Yitzchak Rabin to drop a bomb on his fellow Jewish members of the Irgun which fortunate for both Boris and Yitzhak, one must only thank the Lord such an order was never given, but in the pursuit of ensuring only one channel of arms, so as to prevent a future mutiny by a second in command, some 19 odd of the best of the best Jewish Israeli soldiers gave up their lives, some 15 odd members of the Irgun.

May G-d rest the mighty soul of Menachem Begin buried alongside those who he helped choose suicide rather than be hanged from a British-American rope.

For most if not every single human being indifferent to the suffering of those fighting their own battles for survival each and every day of their miserable lives, the only way they bond is with money, going shopping.

God is so very smart to test the will of each one of us who thinks it is okay for only the poor of the world to shed the blood of their closest brothers and sisters now beginning to unite like never before in the history of humankind, for good reason, the oxymoron of all time.
Who “requested” that you publish Boris Senior’s, NEW HEAVENS?

How is it possible that my ability to expound on his book, “does not fit in with [your] publishing plans at this time”?

What do you think caused De Beers in November 2004 to go “deafeningly silent”?

Allow me to give you the timing.

In April Boris Senior who secured financing and the most critical weapons for Israel’s 1947-1949 War of Independence died.

In September my mother, extraordinarily close to Boris Senior, questioned me when we spoke for the very last time, “Are you not concerned for your life?” when making her aware of simply one omission and its consequence in Edward Jay Epstein’s most fascinating non-fiction novel, The Diamond Invention, detailing the devious nature of the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel, the mafia of mafia.

Let me explain in simple English.

Chapter 18, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY, makes mention in a rather out of context way that American Charles Engelhard, the co-inventor-conspirator of The Diamond Invention who journeyed to South Africa in the late 1940s, around the same time as my mother and her immediate family who arrived in 1947, prior to the outbreak of Israel’s War of Independence that started unofficially in November when the UN partitioned Palestine, “had no male heirs”.

My mother was quiet so I went on to mention that in addition to Epstein not mentioning my mother’s “lucky” friend, my father’s first cousin, David Gevisser who upon Engelhard being buried on March 2nd 1971 at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, New Jersey, “inherited” a US$6 million fortune for simply agreeing to become the executor of Engelhard’s fabulously mineral rich estate that included in addition to his access to De Beers unlimited supply of untraceable Diamond Currency always price fixed at more than a barrel of oil, controlling the entire world supply of platinum.

My mother remained quiet so I went on to mention that “most troubling” was the fact that the reader is left with the very clear impression that when President elect John F. Kennedy met with Engelhard’s Anglo South African partner, Harry Oppenheimer at the Carlyle Hotel located on the upper east end of Manhattan, one of the 5 boroughs of New York City, the money laundering capital of the world, Engelhard was already dead.

My mother remained quiet so I went on to mention that “even more troubling” is that De Beers leaves the already so numb reader, so dumbfounded by the extraordinary “money power” of this mafia of mafia that most of the world has believed are “good guys” making pretty and sparkling stones that are worn by all
the world’s celebrities including the Queen of England who has on occasion access to the Crown Jewels located in the Tower of London, England, British Isles where a quick hop jump and skip away is where Mary Queen of Scots and Co. lost their heads, with the clear impression that De Beers are so omnipotent that they could get just any New York diamond dealer to arrange such an extraordinary meeting between the mafia of mafia head and the incoming Roman Catholic President of the United States of America getting ready to inherit the plans to create chaos in Cuba before then invading and when that fails, to work together with the Roman Catholic Church, float this false rumor that Fidel’s Revolution was going to take the children away from their parents that resulted in Operation Peter Pan that had the US airlifting some 14,000 children unaccompanied from Cuba to the US.

You would agree with Einstein’s definition of Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results.

My mother remained quiet so I went on to ask, “Are you still there?”

Zena answered, “Yes!”

I then responded,

“Don’t you find it interesting that an investigative reporter who writes editorials for the so conservative Wall Street Journal and is also a Hollywood blockbuster author writing about all the “funny accounting-games” played by Hollywood Producers-Directors like heavily US Treasury Bill investor Stephen SPIelberg, would make the error of having it look like the most powerful person in the world was dead at least a decade before his actual death, and to top it off Epstein makes it all sound so very official as he relies on United States Justice Department files made available in the mid-1970s under the nonsense Freedom of Information Act, that details such an extraordinary meeting between the very next President of the United States who also carries the title, Commander In Chief and the world’s most out-of-control criminal who is treated like royalty wherever Harry Oppenheimer travels including when visiting his partner Charles Engelhard’s Camp Chaleur estate in Quebec, Canada which is where we, including the FBI, Secret Service, CIA and of course the Mossad, all knew John F. Kennedy along with his Mossad approved wife got his very first instructions from De Beers which was to meet HQ in the open at the Carlyle Hotel in the interim from when JFK was elected President in rigged November 1960 elections and January 20th, 1961 when placing his one hand on the bible and the other raised up high, swearing allegiance to uphold the law?”

So God help me, my mother was speechless, so I went on to remind my Royal Mater-Mother how on October 20th, 1968, on the island of Skorpios “not a word was spoken” between Jackie O and my extraordinarily inspirational mother Zena when they were in the same small room along with Aristotle Onassis, one of my mother’s more illustrious clients, when the prenuptial agreement was inked within 4 months of her other client Attorney General of the United States, Senator Robert F.
Kennedy, also on the payroll of De Beers, getting a bullet in the head with the “money trail” very carefully leading back to Aristotle Onassis.

Do you have a better idea about a number of things including why it is that my mother and I have not spoken since nor have we communicated via email.

Only once De Beers figured out Leon Cohen, the son of their kingpin here in the United States, Stephen Cohen, principal of Codiam Inc., headquartered on 47th Street, New York City, again the money laundering capital of the world, hadn’t done his “homework”, did the extraordinarily “telling” dialogue between myself and De Beers end.

Not to mention that of course there are many “eyewitnesses” to my working for Codiam Inc. back in 1980 including Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss and his ex-wife Shifra and my lifelong South African friend Lee-Anne Benn who stayed with me for several months in my Manhattan apartment and on occasion joined me for Friday night dinners at Cohen’s residence in Scarsdale, New York.

But nothing quite as clear, as short, as those to the point emails that detail a “date certain” along with a “level of intimacy” as to my communications of November 2004 beginning with, “Remember me?” and then immediately going back some 24 years to when I finally joined Codiam Inc. officially in 1980 soon after De Beers crashed the gold market and knowing that the incoming American government, very specifically the Reagan Administration which would be commandeered by the protégé of De Beers principal US Banker David Rockefellar, Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank and founder of the Trilateral Commission.

Roger W. Robinson is a name not all that well-known outside of Washington DC, even though “Our Man Roger” as he is known amongst his “intimates”, has appeared on TV shows such as 60 Minutes as well as my numerous networks/websites.

Go ahead and Google “Our Man Roger Gevisser“ and the very first entry takes you to my very interesting communications with a Ms. Mary Valder, personal assistant to David Rockefeller.

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/NEIL%20GOULD-place.htm

RWR who has the exact same initials as our “Being There” President Ronald W. Reagan and born on the same day, February 6th, just 40 years apart, when working for Chase Manhattan Bank was considered an expert in Soviet Economics which Roger, his left wing, bosom buddy King Golden Jr. Esq. and I would joke as being quite the “oxymoron”, no different, however, to the western approach to stealing the most from those least able to defend themselves militarily, but us westerners just a little more wordy.
The difference, however, between our crooks and the Putins of the world is that first of all the Soviets are generally physically and mentally stronger and second they don’t pontificate as much.

Moreover, when the Russians like the Israelis decide to dispense with an adversary they don’t mess around; quite willing to use superior and overwhelming force as they did not all that long ago in Piccadilly Circus, London, England, when a Soviet dissident got a blast of nuclear poisoning, courtesy of a miniature neutron bomb that got lost on the general public, but take my word for it, not forgotten by a single member of the Israel’s Mossad Metsada Special Operations Division which Israel no longer keeps it a secret has the Kidon (Bayonet) unit tasked specifically with assassinations and kidnappings.

You surely haven’t forgotten the 6 million who didn’t get to greet the Russian Red Army when they liberated Auschwitz on February 2nd 1945, some two days prior to the start of the atrocious Yalta Conference that ended on February 14th with the photo shoot of De Beers President Roosevelt in his wheel chair watching De Beers controlled Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia joking with a US Military Attache knowing that without De Beers diamond drilling bits Ibn Saud would be lucky to afford a camel ride, or how about the Anglo-American trade embargo on Israel prior to and during Israel war of survival War of Independence where Boris Senior was not the only very senior intelligence officer who concluded that the United States of America was no friend of the fledging Jewish nation!

Moreover that without the Russians, British Field Marshall Montgomery’s prediction, “When Britain evacuates Palestine, the Jews will immediately be overcome” would have been a “fait accompli”.

While most westerners particularly US Americans like to think of bankers as being soft spoken, polite, brush their teeth, occasionally use dental floss, mostly have bad breath but still on occasion wear button down collars, three piece suits, a matching tie, belt and socks that we assume have no holes and if so then to at least have clean toe nails when taking off their shoes going in to a Mosque and bowing to their Lord Nicholas Oppenheimer and my uncle David Gevisser who like Nicholas is not only still alive but both of them remain the co-head of the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel, to those of us not raised to be pumpkin heads and therefore don’t need to go school let alone university to understand the “Money Power” of the DAAC, the special interest of special interest groups, when listening to someone like “Our Man Roger” pontificate particularly when he is stoned is to say the least, “very interesting”.

Forgive me if I quickly digress for one moment and ask your opinion on what do you think is going through African American Devin Standard’s mind right now?

Let me also share with you that he is online right now as I can tell from my one email account daacstar@yahoo.com that allows instant messaging within the email and at the same time lets each of us know who is online.
BTW I am having trouble with my email system that has gone haywire following AT&T’s server deciding to download some 6600 duplicate emails.

You would agree that in all likelihood Devin who could very possibly be meeting with Fidel Castro right this minute and along with Fidel looking at a very similar computer screen to you and me, is feeling a little “lost” since Devin who is very intelligent does understand that no matter what, we are going to be publishing Adam L. Tucker’s analysis of the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report that in a nutshell spells not only the duplicity of the US Government but the inevitable total and irreversible collapse of the US economy.

Furthermore, there is not a single thing anyone including the President or the US Congress can do about it, and that of course includes either imprisoning me on trumped up charges or assassinating me, since all these problems are quite clearly caused by all 3 Branches of the US Government going back a century now, having decided to throw their lot in with De Beers who are of course ingenious and most devious but they are not omnipotent, not even close.

De Beers were not alone in concluding correctly that the first RWR Administration could be relied on to create more diversions, more international chaos when creating the most extraordinarily nonsense arms race with the Soviets so entrenched themselves with the machinations of the Diamond Invention it would make an interesting story in itself, especially as one now hears of President Putin being possibly the richest person in Europe, having got his “kick start” on 47th Street during the last nonsense Russian presidential elections when a Hasidic-ultra orthodox Jewish-Black Hatter laundered some US$14 billion in Diamond Currency; Mr. Putin allowing Black Hatter Laviev to hold on to US$1.5 billion for his own personal use which of course resulted in generous charitable gifts both in Russia and Israel which mostly serve to promote US Dollar currency all the while redistributing the wealth out of the hands of the poor to the lazy rich who justify their actions on the grounds that if the poor were in the same situation they would do the same.

But it is that very precise, so very carefully worded dialogue that I had back in November 2004 with De Beers confirming not only my intimate involvement with Codiam Inc. some 24 years prior but what it is that De Beers and all those whose hands they have managed to blacken, have to fear; and why Leon Cohen who had not been provided any history, again because of the significant lapse of time, saw no problem in responding to my request to “grab a bite to eat” with him and his dad:

“On second thought let us make the plans and I will see that Stephens schedule coordinates.”

The “steel curtain” coming down once I made it patently clear on November 24th, 2004 the very day Leon was so “forthright” that I would be “fully wired” were we to meet.
“Terrific – I am still waiting to hear back from the feds and then I will let u know my plans.

All the best,

Gary”

So how different would it have been had Stephen Cohen who was down in Florida at the time not been having computer problems?

Just less “triangulation” and perhaps you would agree at the same time more evidence of the “Hand of God” at work.

You also understand that just because the lazy rich have got away with their abominable crimes doesn’t make it right, nor does it mean they will necessarily have to wait for God to wait in taking His-Her vengeance.

Let us now come back to how dumb do you think the hard working masses are not to recognize the importance of Jewish South African Boris Senior, a founder of the Israel Air Force, perhaps more responsible than any other human being on the planet for the survival of the State of Israel, making no bones about the fact that he considered the United States Government not a friend of the fledging Jewish State?

How dumb do you think any of our US pilots still flying over the Swastika shaped navy building on Coronado Island, San Diego built in 1967-1970 must be not to “smell a rat”, very possibly believing without in the past the ability to “connect up all the dots”, it was just some sort of bureaucratic bungling, just like the USS Liberty being placed in “harms way” in the middle of a battle zone on June 8th, 1967, “testing the mettle” of the Israelis who hadn’t forgotten a number of things about the US so extraordinarily slow to save the Jewish race from extermination.

BTW, can you remember where you were New Years Eve 1970?

I was in Arosa, Switzerland. The first photo below shows, from left to right, my first cousin Karene Gevisser, me in the middle and my sister Kathy-Louise on the right.
And of course it could have been just as easily Boris Senior, quite familiar with Arosa, who took care of matters after I shot up the hotel suite using a rather high-powered hand-held pellet gun purchased for me by mother in England, rather than as my mother told me, South African Clothing Industries [SACI] co-founder Abe Dubin who also happened to vacationing at the same time in this rather hot-cool spot for the fabulously rich but not all necessarily “carefree”, less than 2 months before the Mossad assassinated American Charles Engelhard, an “open supporter” of the South African Apartheid Regime who despite the backing of the military mite of the United States of America didn’t send all of South Africa’s gold stolen from the
overwhelming majority of Black South Africans, who simply didn’t have the biggest guns, all the way to Fort Knox.

It is time for the United States Congress, both Senators and Congress People to provide not just the citizens of the United States but the citizens of the world a full and complete accounting of all the gold exported out of South Africa during the 45 odd year tyrannical rule of the United States of America’s South African Apartheid Regime.

How dumb do you think a US Army recruiter like Sargent Amanda Lopez is to not be moved by her superiors who fail to take issue with their superiors who think nothing of what I have to say even if they were not yet born when President John F. Kennedy let the world now he was totally bought and paid for.

How dumb do you have to be not to recognize the Nazis won World Oil War II.

How dumb do you think were both the Haganah as well as the Irgun, joined together in fighting the most extraordinary trade embargo imposed by the United States and Britain not to understand the words of Field Marshall Montgomery, “When Britain evacuates Palestine, the Jews will immediately be overcome.”

How dumb would it have been for the Haganah and the Irgun not to have gone even deeper underground following the United States of America’s “shot across the bow” of Jewish people everywhere who had escaped De Beers-Hitler’s Final Solution when Ibn Saud of the House of Saud, Saudi Arabia with holes deep underground dug with De Beers diamond drilling bits, “held fort” on board the USS Quincy on February 14th, 1945; the smartest and of course quietest, creating all sorts of “black” and “double black” operations using their most trusted “assets” beginning with those the least likely to sell out brother, sister, mother, father?

The Badash family of White Russia of course whose matriarch Nechie Badash had witnessed the slaughter of her entire immediate family; my maternal great grandmother Nechie coming from the same tiny village of Plonsk as David Ben Gurion.

Not to mention my Royal Mater insisting when we last visited over Christmas-Hanukah 2001, less than 3 months following her craftily prepared memoirs, “The Life Story of Zena”, I shouldn’t confuse Nechie Badash and David Ben Gurion’s tiny village of Plonsk with a much bigger town that bears the same name.
To mention little of my maternal granddad Alef Badash changing his Christian name to Albert and his surname/last name to Ash on September 19th, 1941,

when Al Ash, now a very rich trader, was 41 years.

To mention in passing Al Ash’s one brother who was very dark skinned was called “Blackie”.

How dumb do you think was Afrikaner Field Marshall Jan Smuts, second-in-command to Churchill during World War II and well aware as was the OSS that De Beers had fully infiltrated the highest echelons of the British War Ministry with access to all the battle plans including D-Day June 5th-6th 1944, to not want to share his knowledge with the Jewish Underground who named in 1932 a kibbutz in Israel after this great man who first confronted De Beers’ founder Cecil Rhodes that led to the Anglo Boer War 1899-1902 that was financed by J. P. Morgan & Co who also financed De Beers who don’t need any fucking currency apart from their own to ignite any conflict including bar room brawls in Tel-Aviv, Israel.
And don’t think I can now be distracted by you repeating back to me that diamonds, pure carbon when tossed in a fire will like coal go up in smoke unless you want to delve a little more in to Boris Senior making clear mention of how extraordinarily helpful were the Russians in preventing the Jews from being swept in to the Mediterranean Sea, which then has you recalling how President Roosevelt never “stood up” to De Beers refusing to stockpile industrial diamonds on US soil well before the start of World War II, certainly well before the US officially got involved so “late in the game”, but made a point of meeting with Ibn Saud of Saudi Arabia in broad daylight on February 14th, 1945 on board the USS Quincy, some 12 days after the Russian Red Army liberated Auschwitz that sent up in smoke more than a million human beings, 90% of them Jewish people.

I can’t wait to talk with those 1 million Jewish children brutally murdered during the utterly nonsense Jewish Holocaust and ask them their thoughts on how we can now make peace with our Arab brothers and sisters.

How stupid do you think were those Jewish South African scrap dealers who allowed Boris Senior to purchase for 6 pounds apiece some 50 Kitty Hawk fighter bomber planes in perfect condition which Mr. Senior decided to abandon because he feared, quite rightly, not simply the Anglo-American embargo but much more importantly had such fire power been brought on to the battlefield how would it look to future historians who would have made small talk of this most incomprehensible trade embargo as the most inexcusable, most horrific losses Israel suffered would have been dramatically reduced.

Not to mention I happen to know of one fighter-bomber-pilot who was very deliberately not approached to fight in Israel’s War of Survival that the best military experts in the world believed would last no more than a few hours, who would have felt quite at home in those cockpits.
How stupid do you think Jan Smuts, the greatest friend the Jewish people have any known since Biblical times and considered by Einstein one of 11 men in the world who understood Special-General Relativity, to have not made David Ben Gurion aware of the “Money Power” of De Beers and to “bite his tongue” and to walk away from a battle in order to win the war.
How stupid do you think I was not to understand that my not exactly dumb mother would insist that my uncle David Gevisser the “male heir” of American Charles Engelhard assassinated by the Mossad and finally laid to rest on March 2nd, 1971, some 7 odd years later, write me a letter of introduction that would have me joining Codiam Inc. in 1980 where there was “no job to speak of” which didn’t prevent Stephen Cohen from each time I asked for money, without hesitation opening up the floor safe behind his desk and giving me whatever I wanted without a word more being spoken.

Have you ever spoken with King Golden’s neighbor and buddy, former PRACTICING pathologist, Dr. John BIG Ben Stewart MD aka The Sperm Donor aka The IT to have him explain why after Judge Hendrix in Superior Courtroom 25 on October 24th, 2002 had made it patently clear he was going to chop off his Baitsim along with his most ugly head and god-dam awful foul mouth to boot, introduce as an exhibit my future wife’s rather ingenious will that I first formally designed when reading a “made up” answer to a question in the final exams of Deceased and Insolvent Estates at the University of Natal, Durban, South Africa following the professor not being able to read my original answer because of my poor script, so poor in fact that I couldn’t read it myself which had me reciting the layout of this will [see below] which not only afforded me a passing grade but had the professor concluding correctly that if everyone properly raised as I was not to expect anything more than a little kick start and only if one or both parents were to die prior to my graduating high school, then not only would he as well all estate lawyers be out of a job so would the world be taking one most incredible leap forward to world peace without a single child left behind.
In the interests of saving time as well as driving more viewership to our one website www.just3ants.com that to this day has received total donations summing US$23.88, I will be providing on this very informative website, slowly but surely advancing, the most detailed explanation of this yet another “poor decision” of this so very flat line plotter to anyone interested enough to make a contribution even if only one single penny, and better if earmarked 1982 or earlier, where I will spare no effort in order protect any future recipients of The IT’s sperm in explaining the importance The IT attached to this will which you can see has my good name written all over it, beginning with provision 7, followed by the name of the attorney Jim McFarland Esq. who my wife had the will witnessed on January 3rd, 2002, the very day the share price of Vivendi, the French water conglomerate began a precipitous collapse; Vivendi and its sister company, 63% owned Vivendi Environmental losing over a continuous 280 day period sum US$63 billion in market
value; i.e. while some lost, others gained by the exact same amount, which I had rather accurately predicted following 2 meetings, 10 minutes apart on December 28th, 2001, both involving California Governor Gray Davis who understood rather well both the problems Vivendi were having with their balance sheet and California’s very significant water problems.

Not to mention but ever so briefly, I was spearheading a water fund project for the Wetherly Capital Group who had orchestrated both meetings, all geared toward a “greasing of the wheels” that would have had Vivendi “investing” an inconsequential US$70 million of real estate into our California Agricultural Partners fund, again a pin prick on the backside of an elephant such as Vivendi but who were having some big problems which explains rather well in just a relatively few words how valuable an estate my wife could have had some 9 odd months later on September 11th, 2002 when The IT filed a baseless criminal complaint against me and when not able to convince my future wife, Marie Dion Gevisser to go quietly with her tail between her most magnificent pair of legs, then approached Mr. McFarland to join him in filing an equally false affidavit against me that would have had any reasonable judge when examining Marie Dion Gevisser’s will, once of course she was dead, murdered or otherwise, to conclude that if Mr. McFarland also considered me a physical threat to his two children, then there would be grounds to question the “compis mentis” state of mind of Marie Dion who would be surely “nuts” to be with someone such as me, smart enough, however, to have suggested such a will most of all protecting my wife from her over-controlling ex-husband.

To mention little of this rather ingenious will also protects children from an over-controlling parent; and of course Mr. McFarland didn’t want to lose his license to practice law which would have happened had he been manipulated in to signing such a nonsense affidavit which again didn’t prevent The IT, again the flat line plotter of flat line plotters, the slimeball of slimeballs from introducing such a very “telling” and so ingenious will that spelled out in just 7 short paragraphs what an extraordinary big shithead is this IT of Its.

By The Way, Mr. McFarland’s ex-wife, Nancy who prior to becoming an elementary school teacher was also a practicing lawyer in Florida, called our cliff house in error for the second time last night.

Not to mention Marie Dion Gevisser had extended Nancy and her Italian Island of Capri boyfriend an invite to join us for dinner on New Years Eve along with Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. and his date Dotte where the subject matter MDG and I are hoping to convince Dr. JKP to participate in, is the one covering Homosexuality-Catholic Church-over breeding/population-raping of little boys-violence-over controlling parents-empowering kids to parent the parents who need the most help.

How stupid do you think are De Beers to keep more than one set of books not for their untraceable diamonds, but much more importantly paper currencies, plus little black books that they carry around of exactly who gets what and when and were the Feds to “pounce on them” which for good reason they haven’t up until now and this remember has been going on for more than a century now, the Hasidic-ultra
orthodox Jewish-Black Hatters can change their tune as quickly as they can go from their dirty black robes to thousands dollar business suits and in the same breath while humming their religious prayers just like a ventriloquist inform the FBI or Secret Service agent, makes no difference, that they should check very carefully with their superiors beginning with the Secretary of the US Treasury and Chairman of the Federal Reserve and ask their point of view of what it would mean to the US Dollar if Stephen Cohen instead of closing the door behind him before taking the train ride back to his estate in Scarsdale, New York where there are plenty of trees lining the long driveways, birds singing in the morning, the maid staying late enough at night to finish off the dishes even if Stephen were to be so foul and get up after a gourmet dinner and eat cereal to last him through the rest of the night, simply leaves both the front door ajar as well as the safe wide open so that when the Feds “bust in” they would most likely all go very silent not thinking for a moment of stealing all the cash.

What makes you think right now of the words you hear so often from the so bought and paid for media, “So and so is said to have mafia ties…” that allows the Feds not only to keep their seats warm but when raiding small time Mafioso dished out crumbs and grabbing hold of whatever cash they can get their hands on much like what you see in the movies which of course De Beers continue to maintain a stranglehold and why not a single producer-director like SPIelberg would touch The Diamond Invention with a 100 foot pole.

BTW, you are going to have to change the printing on the back of your books; currently below the price of NEW HEAVENS. $16.95, it reads:

Higher in Canada.

Currently the Canadian Dollar is trading at 1.0024 to the US Dollar.

Interesting that fighting alongside Jewish Fighter pilots in Israel’s War of Independence were several non-Jewish Canadian Fighter-pilots.

You can play superficiality along with those playing along with you but you will have to deal with the reality of what I am saying and how that interferes with your superficiality. You can’t dismiss truth.

What makes you think you can brush this off on to your colleague?

You know perfectly well that I don’t know this Hilary lady from a “bar of soap”, although her decision to quickly dismissively respond to me speaks volume along with my “comeback” [see below]; not to mention how easy it is to relate to people unwilling to confront those closest to them who have been raised to be non-confrontational, instead choosing to “kill the messenger”:

From: Gary S. Gevisser
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2007 9:52 AM
To: hilary claggett
Cc: rest; Att-sec@israelemb.org; Tefo; Mossad; president@whitehouse.gov
Subject: LISTEN-Re: Attention: Peter Mersky editor - NEW HEAVENS

I am just about to reply to your colleague who I would wager one worthless-fictitious and very blood stained US-DeBeers-Dollar suggested this would be a good time for you to respond.

What are your publishing plans at this time?

People are so used to hearing people talking that they don’t know when it is important to listen.

----- Original Message ----
From: Hilary claggett
To: Gary S. Gevisser - daacstar@yahoo.com
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2007 9:03:57 AM
Subject: Re: Attention: Peter Mersky editor - NEW HEAVENS

Dear Gary,
Thank you for your interest in Potomac Books, but this proposal does not fit in with our publishing plans at this time.

With best wishes,
Hilary Claggett
Senior Editor
Potomac Books, Inc.

At least equal in importance, your name and email address appear above hers on the Potomac Book website which I assume means you cannot be less important?

As you can see I can, when need be, move very quickly; skills I honed early in life; my “stamina” to “stay the distance”, no doubt helped by being raised in a household where to begin with both sets of highly evolved grandparents checked each other out thoroughly before agreeing to the marriage of their well above average in intelligence and very athletic two children who by the time I arrived, the youngest of 4, my parents had perfected how best to encourage me gently to question smartly and only open my mouth if I had anything intelligent to contribute toward the mostly very intelligent conversations where there was not the possibility of anyone at the table chewing with their mouth open, shoveling food in to their gut or when on occasion they would close their big trap continue chewing loudly in order to be the “center of attention”.

Not to mention a pig which of course has much more sensitivity than a kid raised to believe the world is all about “money, me”, can be excused given how there is no evidence to suggest any animal, apart from us humans, is aware from a young age of certain mortality and therefore it would seem there has to be a reason for that as there is for everything else.

Not to mention, you are now “armed” with the full knowledge of Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein’s, The Diamond Invention and of course you can choose very selectively like most getting more than their fair share of the graft-
spoils of diamond drilling bit oil wars to “play ostrich” versus getting instantly smart and realizing that a person who has been mostly very fit all their lives knows a thing or two about being patient and how best to wear out the opposition, and therefore to not waste a moment longer, do the right thing now, not tomorrow given all the evidence I am presenting you that I have thought through all my options long before deciding to make contact with you, knowing that you would in all likelihood behave no different to those on the “$ hit List” which you can view at your leisure on www.just3ants.com.

Please also understand that time is very much on my side and there are those out there knowing as much as you, some more, some less, but thinking it smart to share their knowledge of the important events of the day and yesterday; you of course only partially aware of who exactly is receiving my communications in “real time” but increasingly alert are you to the fact that it is inevitable that everyone you know will know exactly what you knew and when you knew it, but chose instead to sweep things under the carpet.

This hyperlink below takes you to what may be my first public mention of the Israeli Military Intelligence report that should have you immediately stopping everything you are doing, apart from of course taking care of bodily functions.


Immediately below is what I sent Devin Standard yesterday:

From: Gary S Gevisser
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2007 8:19 AM PT
To: Devin Standard
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; Adam L. Tucker - Just3ants.com; JRK@class-action-law.com; estela@estelabravo.com; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Dr. Rodney Smith; Derrick.Beare@Investec.co.uk; Mossad
Subject: BLAME-rest-Updated draft response to Israeli Intelligence Report

Devin,

Before Adam sent me his latest draft I had prepared the following as a follow up to my part I communiqué to President Bush. You will notice that right below it is my comments to Adam how best to deal with this one educator from a “nothing” university/college who may not be giving Adam the “runaround”, bearing in mind how much playing people of privilege; i.e. benefitting from the bestiality of man and womankind, will be doing between now and the end of January. You do recall that during the height of the Angolan War in the mid-1970s where the FUCKING WORLD with eyes in their head could see that the US was openly supporting the South African Apartheid Regime while continuing to steal South Africa’s precious mineral resources beginning with gold that was first and foremost used to prop up the Armed Forces of the United States
that in turn propped up the “easy life” of US Americans, I was in South Africa at university, and a pretty good one at that considering the fact that the best of our schools here in the US, our Ivy Leagues, graduate the most trash; and of course it only gets worse as you move further down the totem where the professors can’t even be intellectually honest in their private meetings with students, beginning by bringing out one big fat joint and laugh and then get serious and then laugh and then get serious, all role playing to perfect how they will inevitably look in front of a rolling camera and doing exactly what Nelson Mandela did with the cameras rolling when meeting Fidel Castro as this De Beers stooge President made this big “song and dance” about Fidel giving him a definitive time for when this extraordinarily naïve leader of Cuba would visit Nelson, to the point that Fidel was talking about South Africa being his new “homeland”. Even if you saw Estella Bravo’s movie 5 times even you may not have picked up on such nonsense nor the fact that in 1998 Fidel treated the Pope as though he was someone of “importance” seemingly forgetting some 3 decades back the ruse played by the Roman Catholic Church in bed with the US Government that resulted in Operation Peter Pan that had the US airlifting some 14,000 children unaccompanied from Cuba to the US because the CIA along with the Roman Catholic Church had successfully floated this false rumor that Fidel Revolution was going to take the children away from their parents which again if you had seen the movie maybe 1 trillion zillion times you would not remember any of this, no different to the rest “living well” in their denial, despite the fact it was so very clearly spelled out in the start of the documentary; bearing in mind those “living in denial” only have time for the things that “interest” them, focusing on the things that make living in denial palatable; but even that grows old after a while. Don’t think for a moment that I can’t break up both sentences and paragraphs or that God is less intelligent than me and only allows you to use “choice words” like “mush” when referring to other peoples’ minds especially those of us doing our “level best” to “live right”. You let me know when you also have caught up on all your reading and then when you are on a plane today and visiting with Mr. Castro tomorrow, explain to him how very good you feel about yourself not spending Christmas this year with your family in Hawaii where they could all get eaten by sharks. Perhaps Mr. Castro would help us find a publisher in Cuba and have the Cuban Ambassador to the United Nations deliver Adam’s analysis to the rest of the UN Ambassadors who may feel good about putting their hands in their own pockets and sending by mail a certified receipt copy to each one of their elected and non-elected government officials. As you can see I am not only counting on you to do “the right thing”.

Draft of Part II

Dear Mr. President,

It is one thing for people to get wounded, to die even to lose their livelihood through Acts of God, but it is another thing altogether when it is so obviously the deliberate actions of man to create conflicts between man as well as between man and the rest of nature and then worst of all to blame it on God.

Long before, however, we should even dream of looking to God to blame for the bestiality of man we simply need to open our eyes, use
our brains and each and every one of us, literate and illiterate can see vividly who exactly is profiteering from conflict and who is getting beaten to a pulp to the point that the victims are simply far too shell-shocked to see the wood for the trees.

Here in the US the expression seems to be, “the forest for the trees”.

Another expression, “From shirt sleeves to shirt sleeves in 3 generations” is one first told to me by my mother who made a point of having me play with kids who were not part of the “in crowd” and whose parents were dirt poor and what I got out of those experiences is possibly more than you can imagine.

It is not a “new thing” that I am conscious of my surroundings beginning with why it is that the poor have been mostly in the 3rd world along with the filthy rich who are not simply lazy but evil as evil gets.

Nor am I discussing philosophy, rather it is my logic and the fact that I am spelling out in simple English the fact that each one of us “living well” has blackened hands although Devin Standard would prefer I now use “white hands”.

Devin Standard is an African American who comes from a long line of elitists and understands perfectly everything I have been saying from the moment he and I first met at my wife’s very first art showing more than 5 odd years ago.

More importantly, he is a great salesman and knows how so very easy it is to distract the morons amongst us with “choice words”.

Devin, however, is not alone in feeling increasingly alone with his miserable thoughts for being so very “lethargic” about explaining to the masses why it is elitists all around the world are one and the same and have absolutely no issue with stuff like racism since elitists all know this is just one of many excellent smokescreens.
In fact there isn’t a single person I know who chooses to play dumb about their “blackened hands”, worse yet think they will get away with turning their anger towards me just playing my part to give peace a better chance, knowing perfectly well that peace means war to those who profit from war......

---

**From:** Gary S Gevisser  
**Sent:** Thursday, December 20, 2007 7:30 AM  
**To:** 'Adam L Tucker'  
**Subject:** RE: Timely Response

Try getting this person to look at what you have written so far in your analysis of the report.

Get them first online and then begin a dialogue with me also online and then I will step in when appropriate.

---

**From:** Adam L Tucker  
**Sent:** Thursday, December 20, 2007 7:04 AM  
**To:** 'Gary S Gevisser'; gsg@selnext.com  
**Subject:** FW: Timely Response

---

**From:** EHiro@palomar.edu  
**Sent:** Wednesday, December 19, 2007 10:01 PM  
**To:** Adam L Tucker  
**Subject:** RE: Timely Response

Adam,

Unfortunately, we are done for the semester. We will resume again in late January. Why don't you stop by the Telescope (CH-7) when school starts. That way, I can introduce you to a student editor or reporter who can talk to you about the story.

Thanks,

Erin

---

**From:** Adam L Tucker  
**Sent:** Sun 11/18/2007 5:05 PM  
**To:** Hiro, Erin  
**Subject:** Timely Response
I have a story that I would like to discuss; a very timely subject that deals with Einstein’s views on academia and how it ties in with a recent Israeli intelligence report.

When is the deadline for your next publication?

Thank you for your time and attention,
Adam

---

From: Elizabeth Demers [mailto:elizabeth.demers@booksintl.com]
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2007 9:01 AM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: Re: REPORT- Did you receive a copy of the email I sent Hilary Claggett yesterday referencing Boris Senior’s book, New Heavens?

I'm sure Hilary will respond to you soon.